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LUDWIG VON ECHH!
No matter how experienced
or knowledgeable, a fowler often makes the gross error concerning our fine feathered friends,
for one never really knows what
lurks beneath that deep ruffle
of plumage and that voluptuous
strutt which shows a delectable
pair of drumsticks. In speaking
about fowl language, one must
be able to distinguish between
the real and the deceptive.
More often than not, what
pleases the eye is a terrible
piece to chew on. For example,
take the gobble-gobble 1 turkeys
which are plentiful around this
area. These Beautified Irrational
Rapacious Damsels (BIRD.)
come in all assorted sizes and
shapes. Some turkeys resemble
young chicks, all cute and cuddly that you can hold onto without problems; some look like
balled vultures preying on some
unsuspecting rooster that happens to drift by the impregnable
Hen House; some are like the
dodoo bird, willing to share nesting privileges for concessions.
And then, there are the cuckoo
birds... that like to lay it on the
line.
It is impossible for a fowler to
miss the interaction amongst the
young roosters and the "birds" at
feeding time. Grouped in esoteric
memberships, the young roosters peck at the food, and eye the
turkeys as they gather through
the doors in groups of twos, and
threes and fives. Now what do
these cocks—er, young roosters
—see and think. Three strategic

areas grope up. The most obvious is the facial features of the
delectable
turkeys;
however,
this is very deceptive. One can
never really
the
appreciate
epidermis which is highly covered up with various dyes of
green, blue, purple, white, and
black.
Some
have
flowing
plummets cascading down while
others are cropped with frizzies. Rinsed in multi-colours
that are supposedly attractive
to
opposite
gender... ranging
from rhode island reds, flustered
blondes
common brown,
streaked haystacks, to natural.
These are the appearances;
what is behind all that? Well, a
bag over their heads should do
just as well, or maybe do justice.
But the young roosters realize
not all the bags are the same;
moreover, you can't tell a book
by its cover. Still one can mentally stripp down the facades.
Better yet...there is always a
chance to flip through a few
pages of the book, or pluck a
is
feathers,
few
whichever
more preferable.
The second area of concentration a fowler notices the roosters
pay attention to is the common
boobs. Much eyestrain is caused
when the young roosters try to
keep abreast of things. However,
this is culturally inherent. For
commercial
boob-tubes range
from the fried egg variety to the
torpedoes. What has grotesquely
distorted the average gander
about the goose is through skin
mags. There is still the pro-
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verbial slogan one should keep
in mind: more than a mouthful is wasteful. However, the
mammary zone has a titulation
to the libido which makes any
young rooster pucker up.
This mammary fixation of the
young ganders does have a profound effect on the birds. Geographically, this region has been
explored more often by private
handlings, by postcards and
other subscriptions, and by films.
But to grasp the true situation
at hand is not through the prurient eyes, but by what one feels
personally about the subject.
Usually this is mutual, when the
feathers are ruffled sufficientlyYet one cannot dismiss the
fact that the turkeys often embellish such assets, by either
harnessing them with doublebarrelled slingshots, or freeing them
in light raiments where friction is caused by natural endowment and elastic apparel, which
appears to the watchful roosters
that there is a battle raging
within.
With the advent of the microskirt, drumsticks and the sway
of the high-thigh, or thigh-high
drumsticks are second to none in
Some
turattention-getting.
keys hide this area with bluehosery to cover up varicose
deficiencies; while others bare
and dare the casual observer.
Much consternation has been
caused by the crossing of legs
under the table.
However, enough of descrip-
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tion; what the fowler needs to
know is the practical aspects
of turkey hunting. When one has
turkey for dinner, one must realize that a distinct discrimination for white meat (breast)
must be disregarded, and a taste
for dark meat is adopted. A cut
from the mammary area is often
dry as you notice; however the
juiciest part of the turkey is
just above the drumsticks. It is
not the dressing that goes with
the meal that counts; it is the
sauce. What comes in a gourmet's
diet is worth savouring, and
lips-smacking. Often though restraint should be used; gluttony
often upsets the stomach.
Rather than stimulate you with
a menu of how to make meals
more palatable and what you
should eat, is it not better to inform you on the fowl processes.
We have covered the physical
aspects of young turkeys; now
let us explore the bird's brain.
When turkeys are together, they
talk of the young roosters, which
is natural. The phraeology, of
course, is coarse to the point of
innuendoes more than the brashness of the young roosters. Moreover, for all the coyness, the
display of shyness and innocence,
there lurks an intuitive mind
that weaves cutting remarks.
temperments,
Of
turkey
there are various kinds. Some
have joined the women's lib
(short for libido) whereup cutting
up a rooster's advances becomes
an art. Sweetly done, a turkey
can devastate him with smile
and simple language. For example:
Rooster: whatcha doin' tonight?
Turkey: nothing very much. I'm
busy going to a private party.
An analysis of this impromptu
conversation shows how a rooster, who is obviously about to
ask the turkey for a date, if the
answer is correct to his question,
is shot down in flames. The turkey builds up his hope by saying
"nothing very much.'' However,
the second sentence is razor
sharp in cutting. The turkey infers that she is going out with
someone else, but does not say
so. The smile makes it less painful; but the point is made. No
feather ruffling for that rooster
tonight.
There are the aggressive temperments, where the turkeyvultures go safariing for rooster
game. Pity the young rooster who
has yet to learn how to flap his
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even veteran roosters
wings;
bearing the scars of hen pecking
must be wary. However, with
these chicks, the layable odds
are good.
There are the passive temperments, where the rooster makes
all the advances, and finds affection from them are but affectations. A rooster crows morning til night wasting his time
beating about the bush with such
turkeys. And if a rooster gets
hung up on such a one he can go
rangy with such passive returns.
These turkeys were trained
on Victorian morals and have altar
complexes. Highstrung because
of pedigree are they that a
young cock can turn them right
off.
And then there are the tease
temperments, where the birds
flutter their assets, and don't
come across. Nesting is a game
the rubber companies can't help;
that point is never entered to
the frustration of the beholder.
The rhythm of the times cannot
be reached; the Pharaoh Ramses
still remains in cellophane. Only
a foolish and richly loaded rooster should try croqueting with
this kind of bird. Satisfaction
comes in knowing you've been
had...financially poor, but a
wealth of experience in knowing
better the next time.
Of course, there are the
straight ones who are waiting
patiently for super-rooster to
peck them on the cheeks. And
there are the ones that lay
around...
A fowler perches high above the
weathervane, looking down at
the barnyard, jotting down the
notes on the stereotyped. Yet
more often than not, the games
that roosters and turkeys play
are a mixture of the stereotypes.
Who can say that the roosters
are any better? There are the
athletic type of fowl, the aggressive-impressive ones, the gross
ones that are all talk and no
action. Rivalry amongst the rooster bins are often pathetically
funny and laughable. But also
in this barnyard, although the
roosters must make the first
move, it is the turkeys that make
the final choice.
And then of course there are
the contented ones... A novice
or apprentice must always learn
how to distinguish the real and
the deceptive; only then can he
enjoy the full climax, and overcome the birds—of a feather.
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WLU LOSES ACCREDITATION
"What is a WLU?" asked the
head office of the Ontario Post
Secondary Education Commission today.
The terse statement came in
response to requests for information about Waterloo Lutheran University. The ex-officio
direction of OPSEC, Bill Savus,
denied any knowledge of any
called
Waterloo
institution
University.
Lutheran
"We have checked", Savus said,
"Through the past 50 years of
files and find no mention of a
Waterloo Lutheran University
in Ontario. Naturally if such
an institution exists we would be
happy to consider an application for accreditation."

Dr. Peter Franks, Premier
of the supposed Waterloo Luthcondemned
University
eran
"It is
Savus announcement.
sheer and simple ingratitude,"
Franks said. "After all the
money we paid them under the
counter, you would think the
least they could do is remember that we exist."
MPP's at Queen's Park were
when they learned
of the deception. Immediate
fears were aroused that the
records of Ontario's Legislature
might be tarnished if it turned
out that the government had
been paying out grants to a nonexistent university for 60 years.
In a speedy public announcement, Ontario Premier Billy
Savus reminded the taxpayers
of Ontario that a Liberal Government had been in power in
1911, the year the university
was supposedly founded.
"My office is investigating this
gross fraud upon the people of
Ontario," Savus said in a prepared statement. "We shall
not rest until we uncover the
full story of Waterloo Lutheran
University. If there is any misappropriation of public funds,
those responsible shall be pursued with all the powers available to me."
In its own investigation, the

concerned

Cord Weekly
without a
some of the
the infamous
University.
WLU

student newspaper
home, discovered
seamier aspects of
Waterloo Lutheran

administration

success

in hiding the University's exis-

tence for as long as it did was
directly attributable to the many
a.ljases
the
has
university

hidden under. The necessary intensive search of old moldy files
is instrumental in the reputed
statement of the Cord editor who
said, "Holy shit, if I had realized
the research required I would
have left WLU in anonymity."

In the most recent past WLU
misrepresented herself as Waterloo University College (WUC).
Muddying the research waters
was WLU's history of interlocking directarites. By affiliating
herself with accredited universities WLU managed to convey
an impression of legitimacy.
WLU has been affiliated or associated with the following
universities or colleges at various times, University of Western
Ontario, University of Waterloo,
St. Jeromes College, Mennonite
Bretheran College to name only
a few.
A usually reliable source that
wishes to remain anonymous
said, "The Ontario Government
is seriously considering laying
both
paternity suits against
Western and the Eastern Synod
of the Lutheran Church."
The Cord Weekly's lawyers
when queried about the Onchances
tario
Government's
said, "Without going into a detailed investigation we feel the
government will lose. On the
surface it appears evident that
both the University of Western
Ontario and the Lutheran Synod were dupes of the machinations of WLU. Besides if all
else fails both parties can cop
out by peading insanity. There
isn't a psychologist that wouldn't
institutionalize
the
Lutheran
Synod for still remaining associated with WLU. Western

The only known picture of the reputedly lost university.
could be on slightly more tenuous grounds; they might have
to plead temporary insanity."
According to Lutheran Synod
officials, WLU soaked them dry
of funds. When WLU administrators couldn't get enough
monies from the Synod they
went to the Federal Government for more. The item of
grants to WLU first appeared in
the agenda of the Federal Government on Feb. 29, 1927. The
grants were approved without
comment and the infamous uni-

STAG MOVIES GRABBED
(Rooters) April 1, Niagara Falls,

N.Y.
A combined effort by both Canadian and American customs
and Excise men resulted in the
arrest of Billy Bahamas audiovisual instructor at Waterloo
Lutheran University.
The original charge was one of
smuggling films aimed at the
"prurient interest." A clerk at
the Eastman Kodak saw some
were
frames
which
termed
"blue" and informed the Rochester police. The Rochester morality squad investigated and then
called the FBI who in turn called the RCMP who then informed
the customs men at the Niagara
Falls border crossing.
A spokesman for the Eastern
Synod which reputedly pours a
great deal of money into the university said he had seen the
films and that they were "disgraceful". A local police officer
said after the same showing
that he was not only going to become a Baptist but his kids
were not going to "that" school.
A list of films was made after
a young girl was arrested in the
Women's Residence at WLU.
In addition to the charges faced
by Bahamas the president of WLU
was also charged although he is
out on bail. The list of charges includes smuggling, contributing to Juvenile Delinquency,
and using the males for erogenous purposes.
The Canada
Post had no comment.

Included in the films seized at
WLU and at various administrators homes were:
"The Miracle of the Second
Coming", with M.L.D.
"The Dean and the Dog", N.T.
and Lassie
"A Day in the Life", with 8.8.
"Monkeyin' Around", with D.S.
"Callin' and Coming' all Fre-

shettes" ed services
"The Lutheran Way or Positions
Open"
Some illicit tape recordings
apparently made at a Faculty
Meeting were called "Merry
Xmas" from Penis Envy and the
Dildos. This evidence is securely locked up in Waterloo and no
showings are available.
-

versity began its 44 year history
of leaching taxpayers money.
In 1966 the Federal Government refused to issue more
money to any university but
claimed that according to the
BNA act the granting of funds
was a provincial responsibility.
When asked if the change in
the interpretation of the act was
precipitated by the knowledge
of WLU's standing, our usually
reliable Ottawa source said,
"No Comment."
In response to WLU's current
notoriety the Ontario Board of
Education
has
all
dropped
references to the University
from its agenda. Ten years ago,
in a fit of whimsy they had approved the university's renowned teacher extension education
program which rivals none in
the province. In that moment
of madness they also mortgaged
the lives of 500,000 taxpayers
to pay for the program. "That

will teach them something," said
a cynic at that time.
The Ontario Education Commission promised a full investigation into the spurious institution. The only reference to the
University in their files was a
news clipping from an unidentified paper with the headline.
LOSES
ACCREDITA"WLU

TION."

to
the
Savus,
According
portof
the
minister in charge
folio, they could not understand
how they had "taken accreditation from a university that had
never been accredited and possibly had never even existed."
Savus was on the verge of tears
from nervous exhaustion as he
finished this statement.
In response to the furour over
WLU, the right reverent Honorable Premier Peter Franks
laughingly said, "If they can't
find us now, they'll never find
us in two weeks."

two in on joint discovery

More Research Money

for WLU

For no real reason we felt this picture belonged here rather than somewhere else.

Dr. Peter N. Gyne and Dr. Don
T. Molar have recently gained
international fame as well as
bringing research back to Lutheran. Their study which has
been acclaimed by the Dentists
Journal and The Women's Liberation Front took over six
months of hard core research. The
Study was originally published
in the Cord which won the
Pussilitzer award for honesty.
Dr. Molar aware of the rapid
increase in tooth decay depite
MPF and other secret ingredients
told Dr. Gyne of this thesis. Dr.
Gyne (known locally as Coldfinger) in his own way was on to
something and the two decided to
join forces.
Apparently with the advent
of FDS, Feminique and Cupid's Quiver Dr. Gyne realized
a rose by any other name just
did not smell the same. In fact
he smelled a rat!
Fortunately there were many

on campus who answered the
call to help research the problem. Now this was no Masters
and Johnson but boy did they
have help.
The first day 20 girls using
banana flavoured (that's not
very Freudian) Cupid's Quiver
showed up to answer questions.
Later the boyfriends of these
girls were summoned by Dr.
Molar and the first correlation
was seen. These boys had a
96% chance of tooth decay. That
did it for the doctors. Later investigation proved beyond a
doubt that feminine deodorants
indeed caused tooth decay.
One of the strange anomalies
was that very few girls had any
increase in tooth decay as well
as some boys in particular. Another really weird thing was one
boy who said he brushed his teeth
with Nair (of all things). Anyway this discovery ought to put
more emphasis on research here
at Lutheran.
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THE STUDENT AS STUDENT AS STUDENTS.....
Your
Student
Administrative
Council has been terrifically

busy during the past few weeks.
Between our multitudinous du-

ties as distributors of the student
opinion and terpsichorean overseers, we have even managed
to get in a SAC meeting here and
there.
We of the SAC need you of the
Student body's support. In fact,
we demand your support. Students in this weary world do not
have enough to say about their
say so in world and/or campus
events. As one student to another
student, I feel that we students
are as important as any one else.
Indeed, students compose the
entire make up of the student
body. Ponder on that for a moment. If there were no students,
there would be no student body.
If there was no student body,
there would be no university.
Anyone can see from this enlightened analogy that students
are vastly important in our modern sociological makeup.
Students must request their
rights. We must no longer bow
down quite so low to authority
wielded by the rather heavy
hand of the administration. It

HOW TO CHEAT AT
CHESS by
Basil

a continuing fifth column of strategy for novices
and professionals who have to win.
Know your pawns. These are often overlooked
but can wield tremendous power if influenced into
believing they too can become Knights or Bishops.
Choose your Queen according to the classical
methods. A queen should speak French fluently as
well know when to keep her mouth shut.
Keep your Knights in the stable until you really
need them. Gelding or the threat thereof is a useful
tool in this pursuit.
Build a winning technique by mating over money
matters.
If none of this works try bluffing with half-truths
omissions and false moves.
If this does work come and see me I need some
crafty courtiers.
Next Week: How to rook with impunity.
•

•

•

•

•

by Johnny Boate
SAC president

is time we rose and asked (politely, of course), this question:
why? and furthermore whence?
In doing all this, of course, we
must be careful not to step on
any toes, not shake the boat,
and not to make waves. First because we are students, we need
not think that we are not also
pupils. This thought throws an
altogether slightly different light
on the entire matter.
We, as students, must make
sure that we always work through
what is occasionally always referred to as "the proper channels". SAC is one of these channels, and as soon as we discover
which one, we will be sure to let
you all know.
Not to change the subject, but
the SAC executive (namely the
president) is sorely in need of
financial sustenance.
We do
not, of course, mean to imply
that we should be paid for our
overwhelming
jobs, for our
long and weary hours of toil put
in serving the students of this
campus, or for our undying loy-

alty to the case of students welfare.
We will be sufficiently rewarded in the end. In fact, measures
are being taken, after much
careful deliberation, to set up a

system.

This system, of course necessitates the scheduling of another
student referendum. The SAC
executive does not feel itself
empowered to make such a momentous decision on its own.
Therefore, as soon as the idea
has been brought up before SAC,
discussed, and voted upon, a referendum will be held. We hope
to get it down by the end of the
year.
As I was saying, the students
of this campus are important,
whether they want to be or not.
SAC needs your support, students, whatever you are.
As I am only a student, I hesitate to make these remarks.
However, since I have, I am
sure that they will be well met
and will receive all the careful
thought and praise that they so
richly deserve. Amen.
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AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF HUMAN

i'| PERVERT

BEHAVIOUR AT WATERLOO LUTHERAN'S WOMEN'S RESIDENCE

GETS
AXE (FUCUP)

OSHAWA
Professor
Sidney R.
Marx-Engels, professor of political relevance at
Delhussy University here, has
been refused tenure of the grounds
of "moral turpitude".
Professor ME, as he is fondly
known to his students, was found
participating in immoral acts
with three camels, the entire
forward line of the Ottawa
and
a mauled
Roughriders,
pigeon last week.
Boycotts of classes have been
organized at the Delhussy campus, and the National Right
Guard has been alerted.
Disgruntled students have confronted the administration, and
when union president Mark Rod
asked how many times Professor
ME had transgressed, he was
told once, whereupon Rod replied that ME had only made
one mistake and was being used
for a scapegoat.

■
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New jobs
in gov't.
Rising furor over the
unemployment situation for
graduates as well as muchneeded part-time jobs for
students, both during the year
and in the summer, has finally
caused government officials
to spring into action.
A new program has been
instituted across Canada,

mainly centered on university
campuses, with branches in
community
various
organizations and labour

•

Evils of Dormitory Life—Midnight Hours

•

Flirting

Speaking to Male Students
without Proper Introduction Chaperone. j
&

&

•

Forming of Unladylike Habits that May

I

groups.
Students with a sociology or
political background, with a
desire to meet people, a knack
for getting into things, and a
good listening ear, are prime
candidates for this branch of
the civil service.
Pay starts at $150 a week for
part-time informers. Bonuses
and promotions available for
the hardworking and sincere.
If you are interested, contact
your local branch of the
RCMP today.
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WLU SOLD TO GUC
Special
In the public
interest, we have decided to break
an oath of secrecy to reveal the sale
of WLU to private interests. With
the ceremony depicted on our cover,
WLU (despite a light technical miscue resulting in the unemployment
of our ancient flagraiser) slipped
calmly into the grasp of the benevolent southern landlords. Despite being sworn to silence we have chosen
to print the transcripts of a couple
of press conferences we managed
to sneak into disguised as a coattrack.
CW
Premier
Queen's Park
Savus held his first post convention
press conference. It is timed to
follow the announcement earlier this
morning of the sale of the Ontario
Universities Group to General Universities of Canada Ltd. (GUC).
The following is a complete transcript:
"Ladies and Gentlement, the Prime
Minister"
The Queen's Park Dull News:
Mr. Premier, I understand that by
the University sale yesterday, you~
feel you have taken a major stride
towards fulfilling your campaign
promises. Could you elucidate upon
that please, sir?
Mr. Savus: We're glad you asked that John. As you know, gentlemen, we are the foremost authority
on this province's education system,
and therefore one of the most vital
planks of our platform was fiscal
reform of the University system as
it now stands.
In supporting me, the taxpayers
of this province will vote for whole
package, any part of which without
the others, would be a disaster. As
you know the universities of Ontario
have been sold in package deal to
General Universities, Canada Ltd.
This move not only relieves the
taxpayer of the burden of University
Administration, it ensures the students an institution with the efficiency that only the private sector can

Extra

-

-

-

provide.

Stare: Mr. Savus, do you anticipate that other sectors of your administration will be relieved of
some of their problems.
Savus: Well, as a matter of fact,
yes. It had been anticipated that our
cabinet would have to resolve the
conflict over the position of President at various Universities. Of
course under the new management,
administrative
professional
and
positions will be filled by GUC. Also from our discussions with GUC,
we anticipate less disturbances
from the radical element in our Universities. While this will relieve a
great deal of strain from our police
forces, it will also free your representatives from the constant barrage
of questions on this matter from
well meaning, but misdirected citizens. Of course, this will also give
me time to correct my slice.
Boob and Tail: To what use do
you plan to put the profits received
from this sale?
Savus: Well, as you all know,
our administration felt it was fitting that some memorial to the man
who was the leader of this province
for fourteen years. Therefore we are
going to employ the capital profit of
$7 billion from the university sale to

erect the John Robarts Memorial
Obelisk. You may be interested to
know that this memorial will be 3.7
feet taller than the Washington Monument, and will be constructed of
pure Ontario Concrete. Strategically
located at 1 55 College Street, it will
overlook the Parliament Buildings.
The Obelisk's interior will hold
5,137 automobiles, bring the the
province added revenue.
The Sellagram: Mr Savus. is it
true that GUC has compiled a list
of those individuals and organisations on campus which it feels are
unacceptable?
Savus: I have no knowledge of
the existence of any such organization, nor do I know its contents.
Cord: Mr. Savus Sir, is it true
that the Cord is on this list.
Savus: Having discovered the
imminent incorporation of Cord into
the Thompson chain I can answer
your statement with an unequivocal

NO!
gentlemen.
Aide:
Thank-you
There will be no further questions
since the premier's flight to Chicago
leaves in forty minutes.
Admin Offices (Cord)
The President of WLU Inc., P. Franks kindly
consented to a press conference today, following the announcement
yesterday of the sale of the Ontario
Universities Group to GUC Ltd.
"HI there, Peter Franks here!''
Stare: You seem in fine spirits
Mr. Franks. I take it then that you
expect no problems in the conversion of WLU into WLU Inc.
Franks: There is no problem too
difficult for Peter Franks.
Sellagram: Mr. Franks, do you
expect to find the traditional campus
freedoms of self-expression embarrassing?
Franks: Please call me Peter.
About your question: I certainly
would not expect problems. I am
quite confident that with careful recruitment techniques, we'll all be
one happy family.
Stare:
uh Peter , do you expect any changes in the nature of
the courses offered?
Franks: Well, for the sake of
continuity, we will most certainly
continue the slate of courses as they
exist presently. Our researchers
have found a place in the Organization for every type of student. For
example psychology majors and
cimatographers will be employed by
our Public Manipulation department under the renowned directLanguages
ion of Herb Goebles.
and foreign studies will find a spot
higher up in the Organization, supervising Administration Office bulletins to maintain the traditional
level of lucidity.
Boob and Tail: Could you explain the rather complex structure
of the organization?
Franks:
You
see
Certainly.
WLU Inc. of Waterloo Ltd., Queen's U Ltd., U of Montreal Ltd., U
of Western Ontario Ltd., etc. are all
subsidiaries of General Universities Canada Ltd. Now GUC along
with General Universities of Great
Britain, Universitaries Generale de
France, etc. is a subsidiary of GenInternational,
Universities
eral
which along with Ivy League Ltd.
-

and Ron Reagan Inc. is a subsidiary
of General Universities. General
Universities is part of a conglomerate owned by General Industries
Ltd., including General Mills, General Motors, General Electric, General Telephone and Electronics, General Dynamics, and General Curtis
Lemay, and finally General Industries is one of the organizations
owned by Mario's Bakery, Newark,
N.J.
Boob and Tail: Could you explain the exact status of the students within the organization.
Franks: Surely. The students
will become employees of WLU
Ltd. This will mean of course that
they must join local 421326 of the
Union of Class F Employees of Canadian Universities. I have discussed this matter extensively with Union representatives and this, I believe, is the organisation of the Union. It has allied itself with the corresponding unions of Great Britain,
France, etc. under the name the International Union of Class S University Employees. Needless to say,
this union is only one member of
the great brotherhood of Teamsters.
Now you all know that the Teamsters last month affected a merger
with several other American Un-

under the title of General
Unions and is one wholly owned
subsidiary of Mario's Bakery, Newark, New Jersey.
Cord: Peter, this brings up the
question of fees. How will they be
ions

affected?
Franks: I'm glad you asked
that Rex. Of course without government aid it will appear on paper
that the fees are astronomically
However, the
students'
higher.
wages will be duducted from this
figure. Our figures show that a student who spends a mere 45 hours a
week on Organisation work will see
no increase in his actual expenses.
Cord: Would you anticipate any
large scale shift in your source of

textbooks?
Franks: No, we don't. With the
take over of WLU press the only
publishing concern on the continent
which is not owned by the organisation is the SAC Press. I don't
think we need to worry about that.
WLU Chumpus: What do you
see for the future Peter?
Franks: We look forward to
high profits, dummy.
Aide: Thank you gentlemen.
Would you now please rise for the
singing of our SCHOOL SONG,
"Oh say can you see..."
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UNIVERSITY TAKEOVER COMING
Advertisement
Exciting Job Opportunities!
We are looking for bright attractive gir: who wants a sti-

mulating and rewarding career.
You can enjoy all the prestige

of our illustrious history by
becoming a member of our ancient profession. No special
education is necessary, and
while a
certain minimum
level is required, it can be obtained very quickly on your
own time at no cost whatsoever. You will receive free
room and board and wages
proportionate to your skill.
Our's is one of the country's
few industries which is exempt from such wage deductions as union dues, assesment, medical coverage, CaPension,

Unemployment Insurance and even Income Tax. Many of our members have been known to continue practising until a very
nada

advanced age, but for our brimembers
ghter
there are
many lucrative openings in
management.

Phone Biology Dept. for
your interview today. You've
got nothing to lose that you
wouldn't lose anyway.

University takeover coming
Union expanding control
"We've done such a good job
this year of incorporating various sectors of the university under our wing that the only thing
left was the whole operation,"
said Jim Lawless retiring president of the Student Union, February 26.
"I know we'll have problems,'' he added, "but I'm sure
that Johnny Boate and the new
Council will be able to handle it,
with a little help from their
friends."
The Student Union will be taking over operation of the entire
university. This final step is the
culmination of a year's work on
Lawless' part.
It was felt that Council would
now have something to do, "something in which they can be effective", according to Lawless.
"This year," he explained, "we
have brought various organizations and services under the Student Union, but the Council found
that they didn't have enough to
argue about. We also met only
once every week. Think what
they could do meeting twice weekly or oftener."
Outgoing Council members agreed completely with Lawless for

ing, etc. Now I can retire to my
Bermuda stamp collection without having to warry about the
university."
Faculty members contacted
were slightly apprehensive, but
hopeful. One prof even volunteered to quit teaching and become a student again "for the fun
we'll have next year". Another
commented that "we'll have to
see how this works out, but it
can't be worse than it is now.

once. "This is just great," one
member was heard to exclaim.
"I'm only sorry that we can't do
more for the new Council."
President Peter Franks was
enthusiastic about the takeover.
"I've been encouraged this year
by the way the students have
been getting involved in the university community," he said.
"This is their reward for good
behaviour this year. We've had
no occupations, no student upris-

BS*T^T a

linger

Lawless reassured faculty that
the work load would be shared.
Faculty and students will run the
university on their own, making
all decisions, he said.
The new administration, a first
for Canada, will commence operations in September.

FLASH!!!
It is unknown how government
officials will react to the proposed student takeover of Waterloo Lutheran University. Usually
informed sources had nothing to
say on the matter. However, it
seems that the government had
planned a coup of its own for the
institution.
"The Department of Education is a vital part of our system,"
one cabinet bigwig was heard to
proclaim. "It is imperative that
it follows the pattern of other segments of government, such as

g

"i

However, we'll have to make
the students understand that we
want a voice in this university
too."
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that carried out in the department of highways."

The government proposal is
that wholesale removal of Liberal
faculty and administration be carried out and that the personnel
be replaced by more reliable
party hacks.
It is even rumoured that recent
dismissals which have caused so
much furor at the university were
indeed of a political nature.
"The gentlemen who have been
dismissed are not of our party,"
the premier explained. "It is thus

\

unsuitable that they continue to
influence the minds of our youngsters."
Savus explained that both he
and his cabinet were concerned
that the correct line be disseminated to the young.
However, despite the switches,
party bureaucrats have agreed
that Peter Franks should continue in his present position as it
has been impossible to determine
what side he is on.
It is possible that some agreement may be reached with the
student council members, as they
seem to have shown some promise of adapting to the real role
of making the students think they
rule for them.
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HUNLEY'S PERIPATETIC COFFIN.
Attempts to utilize submarine warfare go back to 460 BC. But, it wasn't
until 1864 that a submarine actually sunk an enemy vessel under combat conditions.
Designed by a gentleman from the Confederacy, H. L. Hunley, the peculiarlooking craft was powered by a propeller, hand-cranked by eight men; a ninth
acted as both skipper and torpedo officer to manipulate a torpedo dragged
behind the vessel.
Named after her inventor, the CSS H. L. Hunley was ahead of her time
and had a fatal defect—no means to store fresh air.
Although her entire crew was suffocated on the first trial run, she was
used by General Beauregard in the defense of Charleston during August 1863.
There, in succeeding runs, she suffocated or drowned three more crews, including
the inventor, to earn the ghoulish nickname, "The Peripatetic Coffin."
Nevertheless the Hunley sank the Union blockader HouscUonic before
going down for good and made her mark on history.
The U.S. Navy's submarine force has come a long way since then. Today's
submarine is a vast technical complex with hundreds of life-supporting systems to
meet any tactical or strategic situation. And, incidentally, a modern Navy ship, the
USS Hunley, today is servicing Atlantic Fleet submarines. Built by Newport News,
she has ranged from Holy Loch to Guam keeping our submarines "on the line."
Looking to the future, we anticipate a submarine fleet that's completely
nuclear-powered. That is, if we remember that it takes research, development and
lead-time to guarantee our national defense. The United States must continue to
and construct new submarines if it is to meet the changing demands of
modern warfare.

(develop

One night when his charges
were pretty high, Micro Farad
decided to get a cute little coil to
let himself discharge. He picked
up Millie Amp and took her for
a ride on his megacycle.
They rode across Wheatstone
Bridge across line wave and stopped in a magnetic field near a
flowing current. Micro Fara, attracted by Millie Amps characteristic curves soon had his resistance reaching a maximum and
his field fully excited. He laid on
the ground potential, raised her
frequency and pulled out his voltage proble. He inserted it into
her female socket which connected them in parallel and short circuited her shunt. Fully excited
Millie Amp cried, "Mho, Mho,
give me Mho!"
With his tube operating at maximum frequency and her coil vibrating from the current flowing,
she soon reached her maximum
peak. The excess charge drained
every electron.
They fluxed all night, trying
various connections until his bar
magnet had lost its field strength.
After, Millie Amp tried self-induction and damaged her solenoid. With his battery fully discharged, Mirco Farad was unable to excite his generator, so
they ended by reversing polarity
and blowing each other's fuses.
Watt a night!
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CORD WEEKLY SWEEPS ALL AWARDS
The Cord and its staff members
were recipients of several awards
for Journalistic excellence at a
recent national press convention held in the furnace room of
the new teaching building at
Waterloo Lutheran University.
Foremost among the awards,
according to Presiding Officer
Tonu Aun of the National Let's
Give the Cord Weekly Some More
Recognition Society, The Cord
received its First Place Award in
overall competition as "the best
newspaper Waterloo Lutheran
University has got."
The announcement of the award
of First Place was met by a un-

animous shout of approval from
the assembled multitude at the
furnace room banquet. The capacity crowd of 12, with an additional cast of thousands, gave long
and tumultous applause at each
announcement.
In individual competition senior staff members of the Cord
Weekly swept up all awards. There
was no real competition in any
of the Classes.
Photo Editor Jim Gingerich
won First Place for photograph
"Summer Moon on a Clear June
Evening" in the Murky Shadows
category.
Editor-in-Chief Tonu Aun took a

First, Second and Third Place
award for one editorial: "Up
Against the Wall, Mothers". The
editorial, dealing with planned
parenthood, was commended for
its reasonable tone of expression,
clever avoidance of pertinent
facts and unbiased favouritism.
Managing Editor Rex Bradley
received recognition for his writing and muck-raking. His poem
"Bas" received two First Place
Awards, one for its pertinency to
an issue dealing with parity, also
his masterful handling of a potentially offensive subject took an
award.
The business practices of the

Cord Weekly were keynoted by a
letter from Tamara Giesbreht,
VP Treasurer of WLU. In the letter, Giesbreht said, "There is no
doubt in my mind that the business affairs of the Cord Weekly
deserve the closest attention from
national authorities on business.
The bold steps forward being
taken in revision of antiquated
business procedures are astounding, in their elemental simplicity.
"The last time," Giesbreht continued, "these procedures were
studied was in 1929. This extensive use was curtailed by an unfortunate incident in New York.
It is commendable that the Cord
has seen fit to revive these abandoned experimental operating
methods to give them a full study
while in operation. On behalf
of the University I am personally
keeping records so that WLU may
implement such measures as it
may find desirable to further refine these details of business."
In an elementary faux pas Cord
Business Manager Borys Mykula
said, "AH Gee, Tamara, we don't
deserve all those nice things you
said about us." Giesbreht replied

"That's Miss Giesbreht to you,
sonny."
Also receiving recognition was
sports Editor Andres Loosberg.
Loosberg was recognized by four
irate athletes and has not been
seen since. There is no indication
that the long hand of parenthesis
Puffy parenthesis Knight fingered
Loosberg in the possible foul
deed.
Ross
Advertising
Manager
Helling was given the Fickle Finger of Fate Award by a delegation from the K-W Chamber of
Commerce. When last seen Mr.
Helling was attempting to outrun
the triple F Award which had
sprouted legs and was chasing
him.
The Keynote speaker for the
occasion was University Premier
Peter Franks. Dr. Franks rose
from the coals beside the furnace
and gave a blackface imitation of
a university president discomfited by the awards showered on a
university paper which he suspects is subversive to his aims.
Franks' only comment other
than the expected congratulations
was: "I'm sure you deserve as
well."

Picture of Cord Weekly staff members who swept up all the awards.
L ying in the foreground is the editor-in chief.

Tonsillectomy Successful
NEW YORK, MARC 201 RSVP
Leading Soviet surgeon Yuri
Vassilyich Rodoshenko told the
United Nations World Medical
Council today that he had performed the Soviet Union's first successful tonsillectomy last month.
American doctors, it was found,
are still attempting such relatively
simple operations as heart, liver,
shinbone, and brain transplants,
all of which Soviet surgeons have
ceased to regard as any kind of
challenge at all in the last twenty

Starting with the administration
of a local anaesthetic to the patient's abdomen, and then proceeding from the first incision
just below the appendix to the
final, triumphant snip of the scissors which severed the poisoned
tonsils from the back of the throat,
Comrade Doctor Rodoshenko held
U.S., British, and doctors from
such imperialistic, capitalistic,
and counter-revolutionary countries spellbound.

Doctor Rodoshenko, in speaking
to the delegates of all the world's
leading medical societies, emphasized the extreme difficulty
of performing such an operation
in the Soviet Union. In a four
hour address to the assembly, he
described in graphic detail the incredible intricacies of the surgery required to rid the patient,
Lev Efimovich Goronodye, a
Factory Commissar of Sweepers
at the Novosibirsk Tank Factory
Number 42, of his diseased tonsils.

After his address was complete,
surgeon Doctor Sir
Bertram Willoughby-Couchgrass,
M.8.E.8.5.,
M.D.,
R.S.V.P.,
queried Comrade Doctor Rodoshenko on the reason the extreme
difficulty of such an operation
one which, in the words of the
agent of the imperialistic warmongers, "we did sixty years
ago." Comrade Doctor Rodoshenko coolly replied that "the
difficulty encountered resulted
from the unwillingness of Soviet
citizens to open their mouths".

years.

the British

Offbeat Plan to Glorify

Bear runs amok — eats

five kids

Common Downbeat Subject
Wallace Reyburn, a free-lance
author who made his home in
Canada for many years, is working
on a highly offbeat project—a biography of the man who invented
the British 100, to be titled Flushed
with Pride.
The inventor of the flush lavaa man called Sir Thomas
Crapper. He was appointed plumber to the royal households and
fitted out Sandringham for Queen
Victoria.
He also made a literally plush
100 for Lily Langtry, the musicalcomedy star and friend of Edward Vll—it was an armchair of
royal blue velvet.
Reyburn whose prolific output includes books on rugby and
a biography of British TV per-

tory was

sonality David Frost, accepted the
commission to write Crapper's
biography from MacDonalds, the
publishers.
"It's a tricky thing to write
without making people think
you're crude, but it's a really interesting piece of Victoriana," he
says.
Reyburn, a native of New Zealand, is hoping amateur field
workers may help him in tracking
down interesting examples of
Crapper's work. Some people
apparently make a hobby of spotting such historic 100 names as
Niagara, examples of the days
when, in Reyburn's words, "there
was some glamor in lavatories."
As one Briton flippantly commented: "It should sell well in the
chain stores."

OTTAWA (KUP)—A stuffed brown teddy bear
killed five infants and injured three others when it
went on a wild rampage in the day-care centre at
Carleton University February 24.
The nursery was evacuated minutes after the
bear first attacked, but five babies piled in a playpen were seized and held as hostages.
They were subsequently eaten.
The three injured children escaped through the
recently completed fire exit, installed by the daycare centre earlier this year to meet city requirements.
"We never thought it would be used for this,"
said one distraught mother, whose child had been
eaten.
The five children seized as hostages were devour-

Ed when day-care officials refused to meet the
teddy bear's request for a mate.
"We can't bow down to obscene requests of that
nature," said a spokesman for the day-care centre. "We can't have our children's teddy bears behaving like animals in front of our children," she
said.
At press time, the teddy bear, identified only as
"Teddy" by the mother of its owner, was occupying the ground-level residence nursery and had refused offers of new stuffing and bright red buttons
for its eyes in exchange for the Flush-a-byes stored
in the nursery.
The Honor Board have been called in to investigate.
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WLU PROF DISCOVERS
SECRETS OF LIFE
Eighteen months of exhaustive
research by Professor S. Perm,
head of the Bio-Medical option
of Business Science, have brought
forth some extraordinary results
in gene arrangement which hold
great potential for changing many
popularly-held myths regarding
why the body does the things it
does.

In an exclusive Cord interview
S. Perm explained how he pene-

trated into the bio-medical area
to discover that a basic omponent
of the D.N.A. molecule is the
Adenovirus virions which forms
the nucleus of the D.N.A. molecule. By way of clarification he
indicated that this formation was
similar to the manner in which the
proton together with the neutron
make up the nucleus of the atom.
Going into greater depth he said
that this virion was composed of
even smaller bodies which form

the basis of all life and take a vital
part in shaping the character and
destiny of all human beings. This
smaller body is known as a microeroticrasm.
There are two types of these
micro-bodies: the E-type eroticrasm and the A-type eroticrasm.
The E-type micro-bodies are very
active and form the basis for the
personality and character; while
the A-type micro-bodies are
simply passive and perform a sup-

port function for the vital E-eroticrasms.
A newly-developed electronic
microscope hundreds of times
more powerful than any previously existing ones has allowed Prof.
Perm not only to detect these new
erotocrasms but also to photograh them.
It was the obvious grouping of
these micro-bodies that first lead
him to believe that they formed
a basic and undeniable role in
the shaping of man's destiny.
In particular the groupings of the
E-type eroticrasms (the active
ones) were such as to suggest
most significantly the design of a
man's fate. As shown below, the
E-type eroticrasms are much

darker than their passive counterparts.
It was then decided to embark
on a study of the various tvoes of
micro-bodies to see if they could
be catalogued and in fact might
be useful to predict the future
field or profession of an individual.
Below can be seen the remarkable photographs from the newly
released findings of Prof. Perm.
It was noted that the characteristics were generally related to
the type of course a person followed while in university and
that it was only partially related
to sex specification.
The survey was done within
the university community.

FOREPLAY
The Athletic Director of Waterloo Lutheran University
was incensed to the point of apoplexy over a recent Time
magazine article concerning athletes and sex. The article
in the March 15th issue of Time dealt with the findings of
researchers William Masters and Robert Harper, who
claim that there is no evidence to suggest that sex the
"night before" will impair an athlete's performance the
next day. Masters and Harper used the example of the
well known dilettante Joe Namath who had indulged in his
own brand of one-up-manship the night before the Superbowl game between the New York Jets and the Los Angeles Rams. It seems that Broadway Joe was able to get
it all together the night before, as well as during the game,
as the Jets went on to upset the Rams next day.

"That article was just a lot of pinko journalism done by
faggot writers", stated the Director, "everyone knows
that dedicated athletes are only interested in playing the
field
er
I mean playing on the field."
...

...

The Director of Athletics commented that he believed
the article was a Communist plot to destroy organized
sports. "Sex has no place in the locker-rooms of the nation," claimed the Director, "Hell, the whole idea is unuh
I mean its so unCanadian." He further
American
stated that he believed it was all right for his players to
have a date during the off-season in March; but anything
more than that would seriously undermine the discipline of the team. "If you let them start screwing around
with women, the next thing you know they'll want to grow
their hair long.
...

gonna get shafted."
The Director did admit that their Spartan way of life had
caused a few problems among the players: "We've had a
few ugly incidents in the showers you know how boys will
be boys but we've solved that problem by putting that
salt stuff in their milk." However he claims that his techniques have paid off: "Boy, by the end of the season you
should see my boys maul the opposition!"
-

-

In conclusion the Director gave his philosophy: "As far
as I'm concerned, the only ones that should get fucked are
the enemy."

A QUICK GLIMPSE
AT THE USA
Americans can be divided into black and white. After some
practice one can tell at a glance whether one of them is black or
white. In case of doubt, it helps to know that the whites are always white and the blacks are always hurt by living.
Americans are omniverous: they will eat anything if it is put
between two pieces of bread.
Americans reproduce themselves by means of "pills" when
they don't take them.
In the "adolescent" or pre-martial stage, American boys can
be differentiated from American girls because the boys wear tight
pants, long hair and beads, while the girls wear tight pants, long
hair and beads! The difference, as you see, is very subtle, but it is
dangerous to make a mistake.
Americans live in a place called the United States of America,
but they like to take a lot of trips abroad, mainly to the Far East,
by USAF airlines. When the younger people go, they usually prefer the LSD line.
At the moment, the Americans are living through two revolutions: technological and sexual. The first hopes to prove that machines can take over ninety-nine percent of man's functions; the
second hopes to make the most of the one percent that remains.
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Throughout the movie world,
Freak has been called one of John •
Wayne's best films. His very
ability
is
acting
versatile
of
the
difficult
role
exemplified in
Bussy, a 14-year-old speed freak
who is protesting the marriage of
his father (Frankie Avalon) to a
nun (Annette Funicello) who has
opened a brothel on the banks of
the Red River in North Dakota.
Throughout the flick, Wayne
screws up his baby face and utters
such choice phrases as "heavy
baby", "dig this", and "shoot
horse."
It is basically a message film.
Every speech and action is packed
with explosive symbolism. At one
point, Wayne cocks his head, winks
at the camera and -says, "Why must
Daddy drink?".
He then proceeds to inject three
doses of heroin into his eyeball,
(left one of course).
Nudity is very apparent in the
movie. Not one person in the whole
of the production is wearing a
stitch of clothing except for a
topless dancer who wears an air
force jump-suit at all times.
Director A 1 Walkinshaw has
trick
in the
every
utilized
Hollywood book to present the
viewer with a meaningful film. He

most movie critics say john wayne's \
latest movie is a bummer.

%

paid an undisclosed amount to
bring sound expert Wally Turner
from Greece to the plains of the
Dakotas, where he shot the film.
Walkinshaw even chartered a jet
to fly French make-up expert Alys
Tranter back and forth between the
set in the Dakotas, and his Left
Bank salon.
With the film industry's best
command,
his
facilities
at
the
viewer
Walkinshaw
leads
through the ordeals faced by a
young addict with a mission.
His mission is to track down his
father, who owes the young lad a
few dollars, and bring him to justice
before a tribunal of motor cyclists
who are the law in the town. He is
always a hair's breadth from finding
him, but circumstances prevail and
the movie ends with Wayne still
searching.
Viewers wonder how 68-year-old
John Wayne could possibly play
14-year-old speed freak, but with
the skilled techniques of Alys
Tranter, Wayne looks at least 85.
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"Loose women mean loose ways", says the Director,
"and we can't have any loose ways if we're gonna run a
tight ship. Any female that comes snooping around here is

Wayne
freaks
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The Director also used the example of Joe Namath to
further back his claim that sex and sports don't mix
"Look how it's crapped Joe's knees!"
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..AND IT WAS SORE GOOD..

3

the beginning the
Synod created the seminary, and
darkness was upon the face of the
youth. And the spirit of ignorance
moved across the land. And it was
good.
And the Synod said, "Let us continue." And They continued.
And the evening and the morning were the first day.
And the Synod said "Let us
create a great bureaucracy to
rule in our place. And let it be
onmipotent and operate on the
principle of Peter." It was so decreed and it was heavy with red
tape worms.
And the evening and the morning was the second day.
And The Administration said,
"For the miserly, let there be a
school of greed and the abysmal
dismal science. And for those
whose work is socially oriented
let there also be a school. But lo
let the social workers be far removed from the others lest the
social wrist break the conscience
of the many-shekeled capital fist.
And the morning and the evening were the third day.
Now when this had come to
pass, The Administration became
aware of a lack of activity. And
They said, "Let there be men of
faculty to dispense the true wisdom as handed down from above.
And let them be known as
WLUFA. But though they be
WLUFA let them not waffle
but conserve the right. For Ours
is the power and glory, forever
and ever, Amen.
And it was powerfully good.
And the evening and morning
were the fourth day.
And The Administration said,
"Let this place be peopled with
those of each race, creed and
colour. Yea verily, even though
they quarrel amongst themselves
and are inferior to Us, let them
be assembled. For We may disclaim all discrimination and
educate them to the true ways.
Veritas onmia vincit. The truth
conquers all."
And it was truly good.
And the evening and the morning were the fifth day.
And The Administration said,
"There shall be examinations and
marks so that each shall know
his place."
And it was degrading.
And the browning and the brain
were in sixth A.
And on the seventh day They
did not renew.
*

JS

*

*

*

y
The Administration said, "Let us make a student in our own image that he
may glorify Us forever." And
They had it made.
Then The Administration said,
It is not meet that they should
study alone." So They caused a
deep sleep to fall upon the man
while his eyes grew heavy with
the late show. And They took
one of the ribs from the Torque
Room and from it they fashioned
*

woman. But Yea, the rib was not
prime and henceforth the woman
would be a second-class citizen.
And They called their names
Adam and Eve. And they were
both ignorant and they were not
ashamed.
And They gave unto them a
house in a track called Eden Estates. And The Administration
said to Adam and Eve, "Of every
fruit of this great society save one
shall ye eat. But of the fruit of
dissent you shall not eat. For on
that day you shall surely doubt.
Wherefore you may not become
comrades with Marx and Red
nor partake of the noyeaux Joel."
Wherefore did They gather them
before the tube. For truly that
was the light of the world. And
Adam rested by his six-pack and
observed the eternal South Asians
beset by the tribes of Uncle Sam.
But unto Eve this was an abomination and a drag.
Now did Adam drift off into the
Land of Nod. And there entered
into Eden Estates an intellectual
who was more subtle then any
serpent. And he said unto the
woman, "Thous mayest indeed
listen unto the forbidden sounds
and hear it like it is, baby." And
10, there was a flash of light and
Eve beheld the images of the forbidden one. And he aided and
abetted his students. And upon
their visages Eve beheld that instead of the void of her fellow
was a hunger for knowledge and
the spirit of rapt attention.
Now when Eve beheld this she
was sore afraid and cried out so
that Adam awakened. And he said,
"What manner of channel beholdest thou? This scene is forbidden and for this disobedience
The Administration shall surely
remove thine heart.
But in her pride Eve answered,
"Stupid, they brain hath been
washed. Remove the veil from
thine eyes."
Wherefore did Adam look.
Whereupon did the heavens
thunder! And there was a flash
of lightening! And lo the omnipotent one appeared! And He
was surrounded by a host of cherubim, foremost amonst whom
was the archangel Steely, known
also as the President of Academic
vice.
And unto Adam and Eve spake
Father Frank. "Who first seduced ye to this foul revolt?"
Whereupon Eve cried out, "The
intellectual. It was he who turned
me on.
Then did Father Frank say unto the intellectual, "Because thou
hath done this thing, thou art accurst! Ana tney head shall be of
egg!"
And unto Adam and Eve, He
said, "Because ye be disobedient,
and harkened unto the dissenter,
low grades shall visit you, preregistration shall hang o'er your
heads and your B.A. shall mean
Bugger All."
Wherefore did Father Frank
banish them north of Eden Estates to the frigid wastelands of the
Kitcheners. And they wandered
in desolation until they came to
a place called generation gap.
"

"

jfl

before this came
to pass the Lord God planted a
garden west of Tarana in a place
called the Waters of Lulu. And a
child, Basil, grew there to manhood. And he was righteous for
he knew not and disdained those
who would have welfare and
preached the doctrine of individualism. And his status was middle-right. And he offered not, and
the number of his cavities were
fewer, and he suffered not irregularity. For he was chosen among
all men.
And one day a deep sleep fell
upon Basil. And there appeared
an angel of the Lord which said
unto him, "Fear not Basil, for
yea, although ye possess some
intelligence, thou art comely and
one day glory shall be thine.''
Whence came it that young
Basil was filled with the holy
spirit of ambition. For he was a
low potential high achiever and
he tried harder that he might be
number one.
And the elders asked, "Who
shall be our champion, that we
may be saved from the surge of
the red tide?" And they writ a
classified ad upon the tablet saying "Wanted future pharoah.
Pharoah. Pigmentation must not
be unseemly.
Neither shall he partake of
the feast of the unleavened bread."
For they were no equal opportunity employers.
Whence came young Basil. And
he sayeth, "Yea, verily shall I
sweep the liberals before me and
drown the reds in a swamp of
green backs!"
And they found his word gracious.
�
*

*

*

it came to pass
\ji
that Frank ruled over the land.

And
he summoned young
Basil to his side saying, "Art thou
fit to assume a position like unto
a rubber stamp."
And Basil cried, "I am clean.
I am innocent. And I am not a
rocker of boats."
Wherefore did Basil sit at
Father Frank's right hand. And
there were many years of blissful ignorance.
�

0f

�

*

�

many years of
watchfulness, The Administration grew lax, and once again it
happened that a subverter appeared in Their midst.
This man came from the Land
of Philos. And although not of the
same persuasion, he had chosen
to be known by the symbol of
Luther.
And the stranger commenced
to gather students about him. And
stranger and wonderous events
began to occur. Lo, their eyes
were opened! And their minds
unchained! And they challenged
the Administration! And most
strange and wonderous of all,
their hair went forth and multiplied beyond all reason! In these
ways they became perverted from
all others and were henceforth
called hippites.
And The Administration saw
this and They were sore afraid.
And The Administration said unto the students, "It be not in the
capital interest to support this
man." And there appeared magical numbers to dance a dirge.
But yea, the stranger had
taught his disciples well. And they
found magical numbers which
spoke of a premature burial.
Whereupon a cry of anguish went
up from the heart of the students.
And the number of dissenters
swelled.

And Father Frank came unto
the dissenters and sayeth to them,
"Though Our judgement be the
true one, thine arguement hath
merit. Let there be a committee
to study and decide."
And it was a trying time for the
students and their minds reverted.
And the year changed.
Now in due time, it came to
pass that the committee of ten
and three returned from oblivion.
And they said unto WLUFA, "Let
thy people go and have a voice
like thine." But WLUFA clave
unto the Administration and
ignored the committee.
Now when this happened, the
students gathered themselves
together. And the cry went out to
press the action. And they went
unto the men of faculty but they
heeded not. And they went unto
the Senate but were repulsed.
And they went unto Father Frank
and his words were like honeythough his deeds stuck to the tradition.
And once again the students assembled. And there arose John
the Leftist who saith, "How many
times will ye accept the shaft?
Let us go unto the Administration
and forcibly take our rightful
position."
And it would have been so but
a vast majority still exercised
rationality. And they went unto
the governors and they argued
their case for the last time.
Now Father Frank arose and
once again went unto the students
and said, "Though Our judgement be the true one, thine arguement hath merit. Let there be a
committee to study and decide."
But Father Frank saw that
their patience was near an end.
And he went unto the Administration and said, "Gird up thy loins
for the day of judgement is soon
at hand. Battle with all they
strength lest the stranger return
again. Wherefore verily I say
unto you, let us pray..."
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The Cord in conjunction with the Gay Liberation Front bring to this i:
a long suppressed poem by the poet of the Common Man, W. H. Auden.
This piece is printed mainly for those students of English 340 (both
tions) who are studying Auden this year. We feel that they should
see I
sides of the work of any writer they are studying. For the uninitiated it
h<
fully will stimulate more awareness of poetry and the masters of
genre.
This poem is meant to be read aloud. It is an oral poem whose rhyt
and rhymes cannot be appreciated unless heard. Seeing this poem on
page will not give you the message. It must be a poem read within the
dition of poetry. That means read it to someone and have someone rea
to you. It is a beautiful poem don't debase it.

He put down his glass and stretched his bare arms along
The back of my sofa. The afternoon sunlight struck
The blond hairs on the wrist near my head. His chin was strong
His mouth sucky. / could hardly believe my luck.

ADAY FOR ALAY

PHOTOGRAPH OF
W. H. AUDEN
BY CECIL BEATON
TAKEN IN 1930

It was a spring day, a day, a day for a lay, when the air
Smelted like a locker-room, a day to blow or get blown;
Returning from lunch / turned my corner and there
On a near-by stoop / saw him standing alone.

glanced as / advanced. The dean white T-shirt outlined
A forceful torso; the light-blue denims divulged
Much. / observed the snug curves where they hugged the behi
/ watched the crotch where the bloth intriguingly bulged.
/

Our eyes met. / felt sick. My knees turned weak.
/
couldn't move. / didn't know what to say.
In a blur / heard words, myself like a stranger speak
"Will you come to my room?" Then a husky voice "0.K."

produced some beer and we talked. Like a little boy
He told me his story. Present address: next door.
Half Polish, half Irish. The youngest. From Illinois.
Profession: mechanic. Name: Bud. Age: twenty-four.
/

But he pushed me gently away. He bent down. He unlaced
His shoes. He removed his socks. Stood up. Shed
His pants altogether. Muscles in arms and waist
Rippled as he whipped his T-shirt over his head.

"Shall / rim you?" / whispered. He shifted his limbs in assent,
Turned on his side and opened his legs, let me pass
To the dark parts behind. / kissed as / went
The great thick cord that ran back from his balls to his arse.

I scanned his tan, enjoyed the contrast of brown
Trunk against white shorts taut around small
Hips. With a dig and a wriggle he peeled them down.
I tore off my clothes. He faced me, smiling. / saw all.

Prying the buttocks aside, / nosed my way in
Down the shaggy slopes. / came to the puckered goal.
It was quick to my licking. He pressed his crotch to my chin.
His thighs squirmed as my tongue wormed in his hole.

The gorgeous organ stood stiffly and straightly out
With a slight flare upwards. At each beat of his heart it threw
An odd little nod my way. From the slot of the spout
Exuded a drop of transparent viscous goo.

His sensations yearned for consummation. He untucked
His legs and lay panting, hot as a teen-age boy.
Naked, enlarged, charged, aching to get sucked,
Clawing the sheet, all his pores open to joy.

The lair of hair was fair, the grove of a young man,
A tangle of curls and whorls, luxuriant but couth.
Except for a spur of golden hairs that fan
To the neat navel, the rest of the belly was smooth.

inspected his erection. / surveyed his parts with a stare
From scrotum level. Sighting along the underside
Of his cock / looked through the forest of pubic hair
To the range of the chest beyond, rising lofty and wide.

Well-hung, slung from the fork of the muscular legs,
The firm vase of his sperm like a bulging pear,
Cradling its handsome glands, two herculean eggs.
Swung as he came towards me, shameless, bare.

And here he was, sitting beside me, legs apart.
/ could bear it no longer. / touched the inside of his thigh.
His reply was to move it closer. / trembled, my heart
Thumped and jumped as my fingers went to his fly.
opened a gap in the flap. / went in there.
/ sought for a slit in the gripper shorts hat had charge
Of the basket / asked for. / came to warm flesh, then to hair.
/
went on. / found what / hoped. / groped. It was large.
/

He responded to my fondling in a charming, disarming way:
Without a word he unbuckled his belt while / felt,
And lolled back, stretching his legs. His pants fell away.
Carefully drawing it out, / beheld what / held.
The circumcised head was a work of master craft
With perfectly bevelled rim, of unusual weight
And the friendliest red. Even relaxed, the shaft
Was of noble dimensions with the wrinkles that indicate
!

SECOND
PUBLICATION OF
A LONG-SUPPRESSED
MASTERPIECE BY
W.H. AUDEN

I tested its length and strength with a manual squeeze,
I bunched my fingers and twirled them about the knob,
/
I stroked it from top to bottom. got on my knees.
I lowered my head. / opened my mouth for the job.

Singular powers of extension. For a second or two
It lay there inert, then it suddenly stirred in my hand,
Then paused as if frightened or doubtful of what to do,
And then with a violent jerk began to expand.
By soundless bounds it extended and distended, by quick
Great leaps it rose, it flushed, it rushed to its full size.
Nearly nine inches long and three inches thick,
A royal column, ineffably solemn and wise.

/

admired the texture, the delicate wrinkles and the neat
Sutures of the capacious bag. / adored the grace
Of the male genitalia. / raised the delicious meat
Up to my mouth, brought the face of its hard-on to my face.
/

We aligned mouths. We entwined. All act was dutch,
All fact, contact, the attack and the interlock
Of tongues, the charms of arms. / shook at the touch
Of his fresh flesh, / rocked at the shock of his cock.

Slipping my lips round the Byzantine dome of the head
With the tip of my tongue / caressed the sensitive groove.
He thrilled to the trill. "That's lovely!" he hoarsely said.
"Go on! Go on!" Very slowly / started to move.

Straddling my legs a little / inserted his divine
Person between and dosed on it tight as / could.
The upright warmth of his belly lay all along mine.
Nude, glued together, for a minute we stood.

Gently, intently, / slid to the massive base
Of his tower of power, paused there a moment down
In the warm moist thicket, then began to retrace
Inch by inch the smooth way to the throbbing crown.

I stroked the lobes of his ears, the back of his head
And the broad shoulders. / took bold hold of the compact
Globes of his bottom. We tottered. He fell on the bed.
Lips parted, eyes dosed, he lay there, ripe for the act.

Indwelling excitements swelled at delights to come
As I descended and ascended those thick distended walls.
/ grasped his root between left
forefinger and thumb
And with my right hand tickled his heavy, voluminous balls.

Mad to be had, to be felt and smelted. My Hps

plunged with a rhythmical lunge, steady and slow,
And at every stroke made corkscrew roll with my tongue.
His soul reeled in the feeling. He whimpered "Oh!"
As I tongued and squeezed and rolled and tickled and swung.

Explored the adorable masculine tits. My eyes
Assessed the chest. / caressed the athletic hips
And the slim limbs. / approved the grooves of the thighs.

! I hugged, snuggled into an armpit, / sniffed
The subtle whiff of its tuft, / lapped up the taste
/

| Of its hot hollow. My fingers began to drift
On a trek of inspection, a leisurely tour of the waist.

/

Then / pressed on the spot where the groin is joined to the cock,
Slipped a finger into his arse and massaged him from inside.
The secret sluices of his juices began to unlock.
He melted into what he felt. "0 Jesus!" he cried.

\

?

Downward in narrowing circles they playfully strayed,
Encroached on his privates like poachers, approached the prick,
But teasingly swerved, retreated from

meeting. It betrayed
Is pleading need by a pretty imploring kick.

Waves of immeasurable pleasures mounted his member in quick
Spasms. / lay still in the notch of his crotch inhaling his sweat.
His ring convulsed round my finger. Into me, rich and thick,
His hot spunk spouted in gouts, spurted in jet after jet.
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THE DAY
THE BUREAUCRATS
FROZE STIFF

by Gyorgy Moldova translated from

KORTARS, Budapest by ATLAS.

"The Accursed Office:" a Hungarian fantasy

I WHO AM the last of those who know the secret of the
Accursed Office, feel that the time has come for me to
reveal to the world the events which led to its horrible fate.
Our office did not differ in any way from other similar
institutions, except perhaps that our Director, Jozsef
Brandt, exacted somewhat more than the usual respect for
his person. His lifesize statue—declared by the jury to be
the winner out of 700 entries submitted by the amateur
sculptors of the office on his sixtieth birthday—stood in the
entrance hall. It pointed a threatening finger at those who
entered, while the other hand indicated an inscription on
the wall: "What have you done today to earn my satisfaction?" He also had his picture put up in the toilet, with the
text: "Don't steal time here, remember, I too was able to
give up smoking."
Director Brandt established his office in a refitted safe
and brilliantly reduced the pressure of affairs—he never
received anybody on any matter whatsoever. The sole exception being if someone wanted to report that a particular
member of the Office had made a belittling or hostile remark about him. The person doing the reporting would
then turn the code wheels on the outside lock of the safe to
read "enemy," whereupon the door would open before him
and he would be able to enter and report his facts. If the report turned out to be true, the maligner would get the boot
from the Office, while if it did not turn out to be true he
would also be sacked, since it could be no accident that
utterances against the Director's character had been
attributed to him.
Director Brandt headed our Office for six years, during
which the staff around him changed twelve times. At the
end of the sixth year Director Brandt unexpectedly died,
despite the fact that he had permitted two leading staff
members to go to church, on condition that they had masses said for him at fixed intervals.
On the day after his death the workers of the Office
assembled in the Cultural Hall to commemorate him. They
faced a picture of Director Brandt, with a black drapery
over it and—in obedience to his will—an inscription underneath, saying: "Matter may be transformed, but it is indestructible. I am watching you from here too!" The newly
appointed Director had not yet arrived, and the speaker of
the meeting was Comrade Cseppento.
He delivered his speech with his back to the hall facing
the picture, and those standing in the first rows were said
to have seen how, during the speech, the picture would
nod approvingly at times, or angrily knit its brows when it
was dissatisfied.
The speech started at eight a.m. and by half past six p.m.
the next day it was completed. Comrade Cseppento laid

down the last page on the table and asked those present
to stand up for one minute's silence in commemoration of
the late Director Brandt. And this was where the fate of
the Office overtook it as a result of which it justifiedly
carries the epithet "Accursed" beside its name.
The mourners silently stood up, and to conceal their emotions, or at least in order to appear as though they were
concealing their emotions, they clutched the backs of the
chairs in front of them. Comrade Kokeny—whose leg was
apt to twitch—moved slightly to the right at the beginning
of the period of silence, but a severe glance from Comrade
Csep'pento froze him stiff, for he knew that deputy chiefs
do not like subordinates to be disrespectful to a deceased
Chief.
The comrades stood and waited for someone to signal, by
some movement or a cough or some other way, that the
minute had passed. But no one moved.
Although the minute had more and more obviously passed, no one felt himself authorized to say so. Even the relatively most favorably situated Comrade Cseppento did
not dare look at his watch, for how would it look if the Deputy Chief of all people were to break the solemn silence?
Others gazed at the picture, draped in mourning, and
thought of their jobs.
The tragedy was rendered complete by the fact that the
clock on the wall—possibly as a sign of its commiseration
—stopped, and there was now no way that anyone could
tell the minute had passed, without some disrespectful
movement.
Dawn rose and dusk fell again, but the one minute's silence still continued.
Even when the new Director arrived and asked the people to sit down or go home and take a rest, no one answered.
They would gladly have desisted, but they were all afraid
lest it be remembered that they had been the first to sit
down.
A fortnight later—since the Cultural Hall was required
for other purposes—the new Director had the motionless,
standing men and women packed up on a truck. They were
first taken to a hospital, but as it would not admit them,
they were deposited in a separate room of the Museum of
Most Recent History.
There the Accursed Office has stood ever since, surrounded by a red rope, as they clutch the backs of the chairs and
gaze rigidly at the wall from which the photograph of Comrade Brandt has long disappeared. The warden says they
give a sigh at nights, their legs twitch a little, as though
they were about to mope, but then they glance at each
other from the corners of their eyes and continue to stand,
stiff and motionless.
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THE
FOOD
PAPERS
TO:COFA
FROM: RCMP, Ottawa.

Bill:
The boys on the Hill are really
getting a lot of trouble lately on
the unemployment and inflation
issues, and they've asked if we
could help them out. They gave
us our little spree in October, so
I guess we owe them a favour.
What they want us to do is attack food as a dangerous narcotic.
If we can convince enough of the
true Canadians around that food
is just another crutch to escape
the reality of hunger, they can
start spending their money on the
things that really count—like buying cars, televisions, and Reader's
Digests. Tell me what you think
of the idea and get your idea men
busy.
TO: RCMP, Ottawa
FROM: COFA
Fred:
Great idea! Our boys are working on it, and they've come up
with some really good stuff.
Here's a planned television ad
that should really grab 'em.

Lean and Hungry

(fade into darkened room.

A

tall, scrawny figure is standing,
his hands shaking visibly. There
is light on his pitiful body, but
his face is in a shadow. From
time to time during his spiel, his
voice cracks and he stutters and
falters on words. At one point he
appears to be on the verge of
collapse.)

"I'm here to tell you of a terrible ordeal I went through. It came
close to ruining my life, and I
can only consider the last fifteen
years of my life totally wasted.
There's new hope for me now,
though, and in time I may become
a constructive and socially useful citizen once again.
"It began when I was a child.
started
I
on the soft stuff, as every addict does—milk, a little
baby food. As I grew older, the
pattern continued, and it began
that I needed three fixes a day,
every day—one in the morning,
just after I got up, one around
noon, and one in the early evening. When I missed my fix—
'meals' in the language of the
street—l could feel the pangs of
hunger growing stronger and
stronger. I knew I was hooked,

We've all heard a lot about the abuse of dangerous and
illegal narcotics lately, thanks to voluminous press releases from the
RCMP and the Council on Drug Abuse (CODA). Under the auspices
of these two organizations, we're about to be treated to another
intense ad campaign, revealing yet another sensual and downwardspiraling trap into which many of our bright young people, motivated
by the twin desires of kicks and acceptance by their peers, have
fallen The following memos arrived in the PRESS due to the bewilderment of a myopic and tired postman, and, although unsigned,
we feel that one need only read them to determine their obvious
authenticity. Here, then, we present a series of exchanges between
the RCMP headquarters in Ottawa and the offices of a new organization set up in Toronto—CODA, the Council on Food Abuse.

but couldn't stop. Soon soup and
sandwiches weren't enough. I began to eat steak, lobster. What's
worse, I pulled many of my friends into this vicious circle unwittingly. Some of them are still
compulsive "foodies".
"Then one day I read in the
paper of a food amnesty. All foodies were asked to bring their
stash to the local supermarket,
admit their habit, and take their
medicine. I did, and it was the
best decision of my life. They
tell me I went through cold turkey on the supermarket floor
three days, until thin and shaking,
but unspeakably happy, I came
out on the other side. I had licked
the food habit.
"Even still, I get twinges now
and then, and the doctor says my
habit was so strong I may feel
them for the rest of my life. But
I know I can beat it, and I've
never yielded again. Besides that,
with the money I used to spend
on my habit, I've bought a brandnew car, a new TV set, and a subscription to Reader's Digest.
I'm lucky, and I know it. You
may not be so lucky. If you're not
hooked, don't start. If you are,

take the plunge—throw away
your last can of pork and beans.
There are many people who want
only to help you. Why don't you
give them a chance?
(the camera fades back, and
light shines on the smiling, skeletal face of Graham Kerr—the
"reformed-addict"
bit
hasn't
failed us yet.)
TO:COFA
FROM: RCMP,OTTAWA
Bill:
Bad news I'm afraid. We tried
to line up some medical people on
this end to add a little punch to
our message, but no go. Some of
these guys are saying that food
is absolutely necessary to live,
and that people will die if we go
ahead with our plans. Any suggestions?
TO: RCMP, OTTAWA
FROM: COFA
Fred:
Don't worry. Remember how
we blasted those guys who said
dope didn't cause any harm,
during the CODA campaign. The
same tactics should work here.
We can start out easy, saying
things like not enough research

has been done to determine the
long-range effects of food. Point
out the high percentage of people
fighting a food habit at the time
of their death.
If they still don't come around,
we can get a little nastier. A lot
of business is brought to medical
people as a result of eating—ulcers, indigestion, flatulence, to
name just a few—and we can
suggest that doctors might take
a financial beating if they lost
such a large portion of their clients. You know, the old 'monetary gains in defiance of the
public-interest' bit. If we can take
on the legal profession on the
question of marijuana laws, and
still come out on top, these doctors shouldn't be anything to
worry about.
I was also thinking in terms of
a ptomaine scare like the hepatitis scare we used back in the old
days at CODA. It seemed to be
effective—and
pretty
nobody
ever questions what we say, because everybody thinks we're
some sort of government agency.
And before I sign off, two questions—do I get my old rank back
in RCMP Ottawa when this is all
over, and how's Mom?
-

-

-

-

George

Kop

.
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THE GREAT LEAP
years ago that Soviet
technology made a great leap

exceeded until the German Messerschmitt 262's epic flights of

tries took decades to catch up
On March 31, 1920, the first
Soviet jet fighter was flown to a
new world's speed record of
542.66012937 mph. The little aircraft, built entirely from used
shell casings and discarded pizza
crusts by the workers of the October Revolution Jet Airplane
Factory in Pinsk, was designated
the Sopwish Camelski to confuse
agents of imperialism who may
have been spying out the secrets
of the newly-founded Soviet state.
Piloted by the famous Ukrainian ace of the First World War,
"Yuk" Shemaish, the tiny fighter sped down the hundred-yard
runway, pointed its nose at the
sky, and when it reached a speed
of 240 mph, rocketed into the air,
leaving a trail of white vapour
behind it. At an altitude of 600
feet, the plane made two passes
over the airfield, which was just
outside Nizhni-Novgorol, being
timed by Russian Military men
using their Bulovich watches. The
average speed for the two passes
over the airstrip was an astounding 542.6612937 mph., a figure not

Once again, Soviet science proThe pilot,
"Yuk" Chemaish, credits this
astounding achievement to a
combination of three things:astute adherence to the principles
of revolutionary engineering, a
correct political consciousness
on the part of the workers engaged in the production of the
airplane, and the powers of the
exotic fuel used in the engines of
this magnificent little machine.
Soviet generals felt at the time
that this weapon would make the
Soviet Union supreme among
the nations of the world but were
persuaded not to put the machine
into production by the peaceful
policies of Comrade Lenin. As
well, the grain shortage of the
Civil War period and the manufacture of sufficient quantities of
the special fuel needed by the
airplane to make its production
feasible. The special fuel used in
this machine is peculiar to the
Ukraine and to the SilvertonRossburn area of Canada, where
it is commonly known by the
name "vodka".

It was 50

forward that the capitalist coun-to.

1944.
ved itself supreme.

THE RECRUIT
The Recruit
Score

Who

Knew

The

I know a young man named
Irwin who heard about the Cambodian Coup and went down to
join the Marines.
It was a quiet day at the recruiting office. The Sergeant and
the Corporal were playing pennyante, one-eyed queens wild.
"I have come to answer my
country's call to the colors,"
said Irwin, saluting. "I want to
fight to stem the tide of Communism in Cambodia."
"Where?" said the Sergeant, "up
you a nickle, Jack."
"Cambodia," said Irwin. "It's
west of Vietnam, east of Thailand
and South of Vietnam. It's clearly the key to Southeast Asia."
"I don't know," said the Sergeant to the Corporal. "We
fighting any war in Cambodia?"
"I could look it up," said the
Corporal. "I call."
"We'll be fighting one by the
time you get me there," said
Irwin confidently, "now that
Prince Sihanouk's been deposed."
"Who?" said the Sergeant.
"Three treys."
*

*

*-

"Prince Sihanouk," said Irwin.

"He was a neutralist."
"Isn't he that guy in Laos?"
said the Sergeant. "Your deal,

Jack."

"No, that's Prince Souvanna

Phouma," said Irwin. "He's

a

neutralist, too. He's fighting leftwing
Prince
Souphanouvong.
But President Nixon doesn't
want to send me there to fight.
He said so."
"The President wants to send
you to Cambodia instead, kid?"
asked the Sergeant, putting down
his cards.
"Oh, he will," said Irwin. "You
see, Prince Sihanouk, being a
neutralist, let the North Vietna-

mese infiltrate his territory. This

As attovetty, tt's Hard to Seat!

angered the freedom-loving Cambodians. So now he's been constitutionally desposed by the
Parliment, led by the First Deputy Premier, Prince Sisowath
Sirik Matak."
"Who?" said the Corporal.
"And General Lon Nol," said
Irwin. "Now they'll try to drive
out the North Vietnamese troops.
But they'll need my help. Under
the SEATO Treaty the President
and I will have to give it to them.
"The which treaty?" asked the
Sergeant.
"SEATO," said Irwin. "The
reason we're fighting in Vietnam
is to honor our commitments to
SEATO. And the violation in Cambodia is far more clear-cut."
"Look, kit," said the Sergeant,
scratching his head. "How'd you
like a ticket to go fight in Vietnam?"
"I'd love it," said Irwin. "But
the President doesn't want me to.
He's trying to withdraw troops
from there. I'd just add to his
problems. So now where do I
sign up to go fight for Prince
Sisowath Sirik Matak, General
Lon Nol and the freedom-loving
Cambodian peoples?"
"

�

*

The Sergeant and the Corporal
retired to the back room, held a
brief conference and emerged to
inform Irwin that they had reluctantly rejected him as mentally
unstable.
They so informed his draft
board which promptly reclassified him 4-F. Oddly enough, Irwin
didn't seem too displeased by
the news.
"In a way though it's a shame,"
he said, shaking his head. "It
would have been nice to have
one American soldier in Southeast Asia who knew what he was
fighting for."
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R&T REPORT

MISS IMPURITY

this machine really goes and cums

MISS IMPURITY

BOX SCORE
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WHEEL BASE: 30 inches
TRACK (FRONT & REAR): two
OVERALL LENGTH: 64 inches
OVERALL WIDTH: varies: 36-22-36
DRY WEIGHT: 102 lb.
INSIDE DIMENSIONS: seats 4 comfortably
GROUND CLEARANCE: 2 feet when she's really hopping
ENGINE: purrs like a kitten (moans on the corners)
SUSPENSION: loose
TRANSMISSION: masochistic belt drive
STEERING: closed loop (safety feature)
Tl RES: never.
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MURDER forms
Dune Buggy? Off-road Vehicle? Racing Car? Hot Rod? The
answer every time is YES! The
Great Green Pleasure Machine
does all the tricks. It began life
as a runabout, but developed into
a great off-road mover.
The designers, Arthur Meoff
Associates, aimed for optimum
response and nimble handling.
TTiis isn't your everyday street
machine. (Jarvis??) But when
you analyse it, you see the thoughtful reasoning and simplicity behind the design (Ed. note: you
can stop seeing the simple design
any time now). Powered by a
Front and-or Rear Mounted piston
drive, the major joint will reach
120F! in 6.9 seconds. At present,
top speed is achieved through a
4-stroke 60-cycle power plant.
Plans are now under way for an
n-stroke 60-cycle machine that
just keeps on cumming. From
the engine power is transmitted
to the rear via a pulley (and a

pushey). Suspension is an independent swing-axle affair, front
and rear (Ed. note: we don't understand it either, but apparently
Popular Science does). It utilizes
a lactic fluid system with separate reservoirs for each wheel
(see diagram). Over rough terrain, this unit really puts out (!),
putting the bumps and grinds
into the Lollagridgian Terrian,
and making off-road driving absolutely comfortable.
There's no separate frame.
The body structure holds the parts
in proper (!) configuration. The
body is made (!) in two sextions,
a top and a bottom; explaining
why it is a two seater, (what?!)
Although the erection material
is hard to work and requires great
attention to detail, it gives great
strength. The construction makes
it possible to strength Points exposed to the greatest stress—such
as suspension mountings without
beefing up areas that don't need it.

(Ed. note: But everybody needs
it!)

(FUCUP)—Harko Begat, former president of the Manitoba
Controls for The Machine are Association of Students, was acsimple. Gear-changing is managclaimed Monday as first chaired (we hope) with the right hand, man and omniscient gauleiter of
and so is the clutched control. The ideology of a new mass revoluleft hand controls her throttle tionary front, MURDER (Mass
by a twist-grip arrangement. University Rally Defying EstabPushing the throttle forward ul- lishment Rulers).
timately brings The Machine up
"We shall overcome, undercut,
to peak performance.
subvert and cutthroat the represYou steer with your feet (Don't sive lackeys of the System," said
knock it if you ain't tried it). ReBegat to the crowd, estimated by
member the runabout you had as a organizers as 3,000 and by the
kid? This one works the same way, press as 300.
with greater finess. Surprised deToken opposition to the Rally
signers found it easier to make appeared in the halls, as worried
than the standard Oakville model.
mothers and United Church chapWhen can you buy? Plans call lains picketed with placards sayfor about a dozen next year during ing, "Harko Begat Hate", "Harko
the United Appeal Campaign. A Begat Misery", "Harko Begat
team of them will be entered in MURDER". They were quickly
the Cored Car Rally next spring, dispersed by members of the S.A.
making it the sporting event of the (Student Agitators), a group of
year. They'll be experimental! idealistic and fervent young MaThey'll be excrogenating! They'll oists who seek to protect their
be fast! Get yours soon!
leaders from "imperialism and
opposition."
Begat quit as president of the
Manitoba Association of Students
after the Manitoba Government
refused a $3,000,000 grant the
organization had requested for
its programs last week. M.A.S.
disbanded two days later when
the only copy of its educational

PROTECT THE
GENETIC FUTURE OF
YOUR COUNTRY

manifesto, M.A.S.'s sole product
in three years, was lost.
The grant from the Government had been designed to finance
a speaking tour of Manitoba high
schools by Begat and three of his
friends. They had planned to instruct high school students in use
of obsenities, and other kinds of
revolutionary rhetoric, in the
politicization of humanities classes, and in techniques for ridding
the world of businessmen and
money.
Begat said Monday that he wants
MURDER to work closely in cultural exchanges with the oppressed Indian and Metis in Manitoba
The exchange, he said, would enlighten the native people in methods of getting grants from government, and enable MURDER
members to learn about ancient
guerilla war tactics like scalping
and hatchet-throwing.
Begat, a West Indian, claims
personal experience with racism
of Canada, citing his banishment
from the grounds of Brandon
University last year as proof of
white racist repression. The president of the university claims
Begat was thrown out for punching the Dean of Women after she
had maintained that she was not a
fascist.

NIXONESE vs. ENGLISH
stick

I think it is vital that Britain be a part of
Europe.

White

I say that the time has come for other nations
in the free world to bear their fair share of
the burden of defending peace and freedom
around the world.

We're going to have to put a guard
on every Esso pump in the whole
wide world. Help or else.

What we've got to do is walk softly and carry
a big stick and we can have peace in this
world.

If you're thinking of opening your
mouth, open it wide, because we're
going to drop a bomb in it.

I would withhold aid from any country
which directly or indirectly was providing
aid and assistance to any enemy of the
United States.

We don't need to
world. Let's buy it.

Let those who have the responsibility to enforce our laws, and our judges who have the
responsibility to interpret them, be dedicated to the great principles of civil rights. But
let them also recognize that the first civil
right of every American is to be free from
domestic violence And that right must be
guaranteed in this country.

The blacks are human beings. This

And to those who say that law and order is
the code word for racism, here is our reply:
"Our goal is justice, justice for every
American. If we are to have respect for law
in America, we must have laws that deserve

And to those who say that bash the
blacks means bash the blacks, here
is our reply: "Bash the blacks."

capitalists

should

together.

conquer the

entitles them to the right to be
oppressed.

respect."

There is no mystery about what causes
inflation. It springs from the desire of
politicians to bestow upon the people more
favors than the people are prepared immediately to pay for.

The poor have the permission to rot.
If this is not enough, we will concede them the right to be killed.

Rather than more millions on welfare rolls,
let's get more millions on payrolls in the
United States. I will initiate programs in
which the Federal government will provide
tax credits and other incentives to train the

In order to help the poor, I will gi ve
the money to the rich.

unemployed.

The reason there are going to be some Texans in my Administration
is because
there are a lot of brains in this state. And I
am not saying this because I am on a Texas
radio program.
...

I'm a hypocrite and proud of it.
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Advice Column for Exam Time Blues

Yaremko).

"The Art of Suicide"
by 0. Ya and Y. Not
Suicide is a dying art! We regret having to say such a horrible thing, but it's a fact! Most
people nowadays are taking suicide for granted. This is a sad
mistake. Suicide is nothing to
fool around with. You only get
one (1) opportunity and if you muff
it, there's nothing in this world
that can save your face.
Many people will argue on the
fact that once you're dead no one
can tell you that you died wrongly. This is true; but if you do a
sloppy job, how's your conscience
going to take it? Failing to perform an important duty, to an accepted level of personal satisfaction, may lead to numerous psychological frustrations which may,
in turn,result in a very unhappy, afterlife (provided the
participant is fortunate enough to
find one). With professional assistance, from experienced teachers, one can have a gratifying
and healthy suicide.
The first step to such delirious
results is the choosing of a suitable method (there are nine hundred and sixteen in all). Out of
these nine hundred and sixteen
accepted forms, many are foreign (in nature and origin). These
alien styles are usually very romantic and always tend to add a
little snobbery to average egomaniac's tombstone (Here lies
Simon Soggysocks; death came
from a self-inflicted Karate
wound).

The second important phase is
finding the apparatus for performing the first phase. In Japan, for
instance, they use a wicked,
gleaming knife for an early- morning exercise known as Hara-Kiri.
This ancient practice, handed
down from generation to generation, consists of kneeling on a soft
pillow while holding the knife at
a forty five degree angle (with
the'handle pointing to the floor).
The victim usually says a prayer
'in Japanese, no doubt), and
then doubles over on the blade, a
clean operation with no afterthoughts. There's one thing to
watch out for; if the blade is
rusty the user might contract a
malady commonly known as

WORK
IS
OVER
IF YOU
WANT IT
Flunk Out
Now
Happy Summer

From
the Faculty

results are discussed in our forthcoming novel: "916 Different
Ways of Achieveing the Same
Result" with the sub-title: "Fun
and Games for Bored Lovers,
Social Rejects, Ex-Rolling Stone

a forward half- twist and finishing
off with a combination jackkniteswan dive all this while falling at

a rate of 32.17 feet per second.
Another "mouldie but goldie
oldie" is sealing yourself in a windowless room, complete with a
year's supply of 'Girlie' magazines (no matches, flashlights,
light bulbs or glow in the dark'
suspenders allowed). Death is
brought on by a severe banging of
the head on a rough, hard surface.
In the annals of suicide there are
a few stinkers. They are boorish,
one-shot attempts and are not recommended for the serious student.
Picking your nose until your
head caves in, is utterly ridiculous and tasteless. Sitting in a corner and playing spin-the-bottle
with a vial of nitroglycerine is
absurd, expensive and it could
mar the finish on your floorboards. (Nitroglycerine also curls
wallpaper and tarnishes nails).
We have left out over nine hundred forms of suicide in this short
treatise. (A lengthy discussion and
complete categorization of the
nine hundred and sixteen different ways of achieveing the same

Ma«
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Fans, Teenee-Boppers, Naturally
Curious People and Anyone Who's
Willing to Try Anything Once").
Ones like jumping in front of
cars and trains (a form of
psychological release from selfguilt) are too mundain (we made
it up) to receive special notice.
Others are too gruesome (jumping into a Los Angeles factorysmokestack
washing your hair
in an electric dishwasher, et ceFollowing you will find a brief
cross-section of the ten most popular (1970 polls) methods of
humane suicide. They are listed
in order of vote tabulations (the
most popular pulled in eight vota

copper bell over
1. Place
your head and hit the former with
the
later (repeatedly).
This
won't kill you but it will drive you
so crazy you'll commit suicide.
2. Stand at one of the focil in a

THAT'S RIGHT, KIDS! You can earn these andl
simply by
many other BIG PRIZES
or CASH
keeping your eyes and ears open! PRATT'S SEC
RET SPY CLUB give you all you need to start your
own CRIME-FIGHTING SQUAD! With this SPEClAL CRIME-FIGHTING KIT you get all you need
t0 sniff out crim j n aiiy msane users of the illegal
and death-dealing drug, marijuana!
IT'S EASY! Thousands of criminally insane
friends and neighbours are using illegal and deathdealing marijuana right in your own community!
Just start hanging around when your big brother
anc'
s cree Py long-haired friends close the door,
turn on those funny flashing lights and start playing that kooky rock music Keep your "nose peelecj" for funny smells coming out of the school lavatory and the teachers' lounge As a matter of fact
it wouldn't hurt to check out Pop's "pipe tobacco" can, either!
IT'S FUN! Imagine the excitement of being a
real UNDERCOVER AGENT right in your own
neighbourhood! Squeal with the adventure of sec-
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SPECIAL
PRATT'S
SAMPLE
your
into
POUCH! Thrill to the glamour and glitter of openair rock concerts and the first kid on your block to
meet (and send up the river) BIG NAME ROCK
STARS! Expose sons and daughters of famous
MPs, M P.P.'s, and Deans!
IT'S PROFITABLE! Did you know that local police departments will pay you up to $10,000 for information leading to the ar est and conviction of
criminally insane pot-users?
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GIRL'S
Bust only 12 Potheads
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Billy Blotch

Breslau. Ontario
"As a paper boy. used to have to break my hump
ust t0 earn enou
to buy a lousy Bar 6 and a
squirt pistol or something. Now, thanks to PRATT'S
genuine FOLK guitar
Bust only 3 PotheadsSECßET SPY CLUB, a quick phone call or two per
month and I'm up to my pimply little larynx in goodies Last week, I even busted my puppy!"
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Bust only 16 Potheads

"

CAMPER'S OUTDOOR TENT
Bust only 8 Potheads
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St Jacob's, Ontario
"Every time I wanted to watch Meet Mr. MagotonTV mv d °pey b 9 s erJanet
f
over, smoke some icky stuff in a
her creepy friends
Vaseline jar and watch test patterns instead Then
sent away for my PRATT'S SPY KIT. called the
police, and they came right over and clubbed Janet
and her dumb girlfriends senseless and dragged
them off in a big truck with flashing lights Now.
maybe can watch what want!"
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IMPORTANT: Before you condider trying this facet of life,
we feel it our duty to warn you
that suicide is defined as "selfmurder" and if caught you could
be charged. Good luck.
-C'est le fin-
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80-yard long pier.
Become an examination invigilator at the University of Calcutta.
10. Buy $2.00 worth of food at
the main cafeteria and, actually eat it.
9.

tera).

ftpt lIIWC FamniK
r niLtJ
I dlliuua lid EMC PRIZES
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way 401.
8. Try the 100-metre dash on a

-

ma m

M

perfectly elliptical room and spit
in any direction. This method
doesn't work either but it sure
is fun spitting in a perfectly elliptical room.
3. Put yourself in a deep hypnotic
trance and present the suggestion
that you'll wake up dead (very
difficult to master).
4. Sing the Jewish National Anthem at a Nazi Convention.
5. Gargle with sulphyric acid.
6. Walk through Harlem wearing
a white robe and pointed hood.
7. Hold an all-day-sit-in on High-

\

raise their ugly heads again. Out
of a deep and sincere regard for
the problems of struggling WLU
students, this friendly advice column will publish a hitherto unknown sociological treatise on the
ancient and exacting art of suicide.
It has been decided to print this
highly informative and interesting
document in the hope that it will
be put to good use by troubled students. If you have reached a dead
end in your studies this great
"how-to" essay is for you.
Formerly published by the
Dept. of University Affairs, (editors: William Davis and John

"Tetanus". It is usually a gracious thing to leave a twenty-five
cent tip for the poor soul who has
to wipe the blood off the knife,
the floor, etc.
A less messy way is to poison
(Chinese
your breakfast food
noodles are best for this trick).
This must be done with complete
discretion or someone may get
wise and will eventually put an
end to your project.
If you reject the idea of going
there are
several
"foreign"
domestic variations along the
same lines. These are classified
under "Modern Techniques". A
very popular one is to "accidentally" shoot yourself while cleaning a firearm!!! This is the
world-famous "sure-fire" cure
for headaches. Some people who
clean their rifles the old-fashioned
way (muzzle down) will only
succeed in decapitating their big
toe.
Although most methods of selfannihilation are run-of-the-mill,
there are a few classic ones such
as jumping from the top floor
of the Empire State Building, performing a backwards triple-flip.

:

Casting a bleary eye to the
calendar, it has been noticed that
the final exams are beginning to
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BIG BUCKS!
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The CORED WEAKLY
The Cored Weakly is a holy owned subsidiary of the Cord Weekly. Editorial content is the irresponsibility solely of the editor. In no way will he allow Students Administrative Council, the
Board of Publications, and Waterloo Lutheran University to take credit, or receive accolades for
this publication. The Cored Weakly is published whenever funds and indiscretion permit. Authorized (hopefully) as second class mail by the Post Office Department Ottawa. The Cored is a member of the TA U N Press Service.
Thanks for this ussue should be extended to al for his body; rex and dave for their writing; zora
and carol for their typing and other considerations; chuck and orson wells for their collaboration;
shel for his camera; the everlovable and loving lud; james for his art; the dulhousie gazette, the
uknighter, campus, peak, press, mcgill daily, and atlas for their uncredited contributions; jim;
mary and friends for taking the editor drinking; toiki oiki; and anyone else not credited or bylined.
Special thanks to the admin, both student and big time, for the inspirations they created in the
writers fertile minds. Last, but far from least, love to fairway press for putting up with our indiscretions for so long.
Office: The Student Union Building, room 229
Phone: News: 745-6119
Ads. Ha!!
Editor-in-Chief . Tonu Aun

We're all commie finks
After a long tedious history of attempts to become an
autonomous, self-reliant university, Waterloo Lutheran has
finally come to a major stumbling block in its long history
of crass commercial extortion of the proletariat.
It now appears that, not only is the college unacredited,
it is virtually unknown. All the Tailor made press releases have convinced everyone that WLU is a joke— a
long standing gag laid on an unsuspecting public.
This grave development brings up one question: if no
one has ever believed in the university, where did the
2,500 some-odd students come from? Surely, if true recruiting had been done, the word would have leaked out.
Is it possible that the entire student body of WLU is in
actuality a mass of outside agitators, aimed at infiltrating
the Canadian way of education?
Not only is this a possibility, but recent developments
indicate that it is a certainty. Top-secret records have just
been ferreted out by sneaky Cored staffers, which indicate that not a single student actually exists under the
name that he registered by.
The dire suspicions of certain individuals seem to be
coming true; those so-called "students", who are not actually Commie infiltrators now appear to be CIA and RCMP
agents.
This explanation would account for the legendary WLU
apathy. It is not that people are disinterested; their jobs
simply prohibit fraternization.
Now that the situation is out in the open, perhaps we can
all drop our disguises and really get to know each other.

COMPUTER PUB CRAWL
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Her glowing limbs beneath the sinuous veil

Of woven wind, her outspread arms now bare
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and pale, and quivering eagerly.

heart sunk and sickened with excess

reorcd his shuddering limbs and quelled

His gasping breath, and spread his arms to meet
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bosom:

...

she drew back a while,

Then, yielding to the irresistible joy,

With frantic gesture and short breathless cry

Folded his frame in her dissolving arms.
Now blackness veiled his dizzy eyes, and night

Involved and swallowed up the vision;sleep 112
Alastor
...
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